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Professional: With a proud legacy spanning over 30 years, TILER has carved a niche for itself as a 

hallmark of excellence in the tool manufacturing industry. Our dedication to professionalism is evident 

in every facet of our operation, from the meticulous selection of superior materials to our stringent 

quality control measures. This unwavering commitment ensures that every TILER tool embodies the 

epitome of craftsmanship and resilience. Furthermore, our devotion to professionalism permeates our 

customer service ethos, promising you a smooth and supportive experience throughout your journey 

with us. Place your trust in the expertise and experience that have made us the go-to choice for 

countless professionals seeking to elevate their work to new heights of excellence.
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: The set includes 2 retractable and adjustable extruded aluminum guides (160-360cm).
Equipped with 6 heavy-duty vacuum cups, the system stays firmly fixed.
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PORTABLE
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Equipped with four 360° swivel casters with integrated braking and locking system.

Ergonomic extendable support arm for easier loading/unloading on the workbench.
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Detachable and replaceable pump.
Detachable and replaceable pump.

Automatically turn on/off pump.
Durable nitrile rubber.
Diameter : ���mm/�".
Load capacity: ��� kg.
� detachable �*����mAh Li-ion batteries.
Suitable for smooth and rough tiles.
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TILER Tile Leveling Tools offer a suite of innovative solutions for flawless tile installations, featuring perfect leveling and precise grout spacing. 
These essential tools guarantee professional outcomes, eliminate lippage, and achieve a seamless finish in all tiling projects.













DIAMOND HOLE SAWS FOR DRILLS

It’s made of high-strength carbon steel and 
premium diamond abrasive particles with a 
smooth nickel-plated surface to enhance its 
durability and service life. 
It’s ideally suited for drilling operations through 
ceramics, vitrified tiles, marble, granite, and other 
materials.










